In the last term,President Obama must have accomplished the promise CHANGE !!
In a Time of Universal Deceit -Telling the Truth Is a Revolutionary Act....George Orwell
Obama Government now faces the last term of 3months,while insane bombing Syria and
Insane killing black American have been going on.Those are all due to insane USA..President
Obama debuted with (good)CHANGE ! ,however his government could not have accomplished
the promise.On the contrary,the situation has been changing worse and worse year by years.

After all,summary to tell,all of those are due to

the deadly lies caused by America.

Certainly now the world had become Time of Universal Deceit.
⑴the 9/11 inside job terror by special troop in US military industry complex.
⑵the illegal invasion to Middle East Nations and perpetual insane wars toward WWⅢ
between America and Russia(China).
⑶Behind those evils,hiding climate change toward global mass extinction has been going
on due to conspiracy by insane oil emperor Rockefeller. Mrs Clinton is their Mad-ame.
⑷Now the elites has been making only good appearance with flattery and without truth.
Above all,without truth,anyone can not build decent world.
⑸The holly Bible’s essential teach is only error correction in us all toward co-live.
Now not only American,but also many other nations people had noticed above fact,
so they has been urging the corrections,or we would face irreversible deadly events.
By 3 months,President Obama could do the revolutional act,That is,

telling truth !!,

which win cease fires in the world and decisive declaration on global climate war !!.
It is only way to win respect to black American, which could resolve Syria warfare and
black live matters in US.Then following President Trump could do the most difficult politics
by rather easier way. I guess that the hidden motive of Mr Trump to president may be what
was mentioned to here. His hidden essence is good guy,but he pretends bad one.He is rare
one who really can change !!,If president Obama could not change at now,you and black
American would deeply regret on what they should have done at that time. It is also decisive
reconcile between Syrian-Russian & American ,,and white & black American,
PS:problem-solution-reaction.
Of course,telling truth would instantly face unprecedent crisis of counter reaction by evil
the establishment(God denyer=good denyer).But don’t hesitate !!.It is the crisis itself that
could make the world revolution.Because it is also the unique and only truth revealing that
make global peoples unite toward one mind.This may agrees with Bible & Qur’an teach.
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